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Age is nothing but a state of mind! And the Advanced Style Coloring Book proves it. Featuring 30

original drawings based on the glamorous seniors of the best-selling, silver-set street fashion book

Advanced Style. Now it's your turn to get in on the action. Pull out your Crayolas or your

Prismacolors and help everyone look their best by adding your own vibrant colors to these chic

outfits. These drawings show that fashion isn't just for the young, and now, neither are coloring

books! Fun for ages 1 to 100.
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"If I ever have kids, I will get this for them â€” girl, boy, doesn't matter. Oh my God, this is so much

better than a princess coloring book. I think my future children would like well-dressed elderly

people to color in."-Tavi Gevinson for New York Times: T"Intended for ages 1 to

100+"-CNN.com"You can bust out some crayolas and color in one of Zelda Kaplan's marvelous

hats, play an AS-themed word hunt and connect the dots to complete a gentleman's natty

lewk."-Paper "In this renewed incarnation of his hardcover favourite, Cohen presents his usual

fabulous fashion mentors, but this time you can add your own bright colours to the chic

outfits."-Marie Claire Australia"An item so cool it will appeal to all ages. Whether you are 16 and

dreaming of a career in fashion or a 69 year old investment banker sitting at your desk and love

fashion, [Advanced Style the Coloring Book] is for you!" -The Editor "It's time to dig up your trusty

box of crayons and colored pencils, because this time, doodling is not just for kids. Advanced Style



the Coloring Book transforms the glamorous and dapper images of the over-60 set into

illustrations...and we can see ourselves getting lost for hours adding color to the silver-haired foxes

and dames who make this activity book so special." -Refinery 29

Ari Seth Cohen is a freelance writer, photographer, and blogger based in New York City. Inspired by

his grandmother's style and his lifelong interest in the fashion and stories of vibrant seniors, he

started the Advanced Style blog in 2008. After publishing his first book of photographs, Advanced

Style (powerHouse Books, 2012), Cohen is finishing up a documentary based on the lives of his

subjects. Ilan Schraer is a fine artist and illustrator based in Portland, Oregon. With a fondness for

the absurd, his art explores his fascination with family history, portraiture, and the passage of time.

Schraer has shown work in San Francisco and Portland, and his illustrations have been published in

The Portland Mercury, Dewclaw, and various online periodicals.

I'm '71. I find that with age I've become invisible. I've always loved clothes and accessories,

frequent great thrift shops, adore colors. Ari Seth Cohen has given me a peer group and mentors to

admire. I was about to send a cowboy shirt I've never worn back to the thrift shop when I found his

site (and Sziporah Salamon's sp? at the same time.) Instead I wore it out to dinner and was

complimented and felt terrific. They can't ease us out, if we stand out and stand up for color and

glamor and creativity! Thanks thanks for this inspiring book.

So many of the reviews written about Advanced Style is about how inspiring it is for women over the

age of 50, but I disagree. The popular blog, and now a newly published hard cover book, is inspiring

for people of ALL AGES. I'm in my 40's and you can not underestimate the impact seeing all sorts of

women "of a certain age" being CELEBRATED. In a society that sweeps a woman past 30 to the

sidelines as being sartorially irrelevant, it is refreshing AND revolutionary to look at these images of

these glorious women in their 60's, 70's, 80's and beyond, as captured by Cohen's lens.No need for

tips on how to dress, just witness the variety and diversity of the ladies shown, add your own

personality and stir. What they share in common is a colorful joie de vivre, and that appeals to

women like me in their 40's. A number of friends my age have said that Advanced Style has inspired

them to not give up, but to dress up. The book also seems to appeal to men and women under 30.

My favorite response in talking with a 20 year old about the Advanced Style book was her

enthusiastic comment of "I LOVE the Advanced Style ladies and I can't not wait to get to be their

age!"The book itself is gorgeous: beautifully bound with rich color saturated pages, glossy as a



magazine's. In fact, I think of Advanced Style as being more akin to a fashion magazine than a

coffee table book. And what's in fashion this year? A marvelous celebration of style for all ages.

I absolutely adore this book! I found it so inspiring and hopeful that I made a list of items to add to

my own advanced style treasure trove for now and the future! Pure fun!!

As an adult colorist, I greatly enjoyed this coloring book which was different from any I've ever had

before. It features seniors, most of whom seem to be a bit on the eccentric side. They were quite

individualistic and each one quite different. The pictures are large and quite easy for anyone to

color. I mostly used crayons, highlighting with markers that were non-bleed through.The coloring

book costs about double what I usually pay for one, but I am glad I purchased it since it was one I

had not had before and since it proved to be such a delight to color. I even wrote brief little

scenarios about each individual, giving him or her a name and writing my impression of the

individual, which added to my fun.

I love, love, love the pictures of mature people who I can color in bright and beautiful colors. I think

the book was only $3.99 when I bought it so I can't complain too much, but the paper is total

rubbish. It is like the paper in a cheap kids coloring book. You can cut the book apart, scan the

pages and print on better paper, but I wantt to color in the book and not have to reprint. Life is too

short. My suggestion would be selling it with downloadable PDF files so good copies Can be saved

and printed. I would happily pay a couple of dollars more to have good quality prints I could save on

my computer.

This book is full of wonderful photos of interesting people as was the first book. I do really like the

little essays by some of the subjects. It's also nice to have some men included this time. One can't

help but be inspired by the creativity and optimism. Their style is truly a gift to all who see them.

I had to have this book after I saw the video. These women are inspirational! You may not like all of

their individual tastes but they have to be celebrated for their spirit if nothing else. As someone who

isn't getting any younger, I hope to be able to resist the urge to let myself become invisible. Hooray

for Advanced Style! I hope it becomes a film.

In the interest of full disclosure, I'm a 31 year old woman from the Southern U.S. And I absolutely



love and am inspired by this beautiful book. Advanced Style is a coffee-table style book of lush

full-color photographs. The subjects are the lovely, interesting, stylish ladies featured on Ari Seth

Cohen's blog. There is not a lot of text to the book, although some ladies' wise words are featured.

However, there is not a single page that I haven't pored over (usually along with my 24 year old

sister and 6 year old niece). Even a photograph of a lady's hands is endlessly inspiring, simply

because of the way Cohen presents his work. My personal style has also been deeply influenced.

On every page, I see a tiny detail that makes me go, "Aha! So that's how I should wear that

scarf/piece of jewelry/article of clothing." All in all, a perfect tribute to the wisdom and style of these

ladies.
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